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Cassia Dawn Overview

Moving through life with child-like wonder, 
Cassia Dawn is a Singer/Songwriter whose 
blend of optimism and introspection invite the 
listener to embark on their own adventure. 

Combining Indie-Pop, Light Rock and Soul, 
Cassia’s music mimics the mixed emotions 
which we often find ourselves experiencing. Her ethereal vocal performances and gentle folksy 
storytelling spark hope and inspiration for those transitioning through in-between spaces in life. 

Early Years

Coming from a background of music, Cassia Dawn grew up singing, playing and recording with 
various relatives in musical groups and artistic projects. Her talents were expanded during her 
formative years into real-world experiences--speaking and working with teen ministry groups here 
in the states, and also to other countries, singing and performing in orphanages and on the streets.

Performances

Cassia Dawn has a variety of performance experience, from leading worship, playing festivals, 
performing in coffee shops and pubs, to playing on the streets of Ukraine. For the last 15 years she 
has left an impression at stages across Hollywood, Austin, Portland and Nashville. 
She has opened for Independent Artists Paul Wright and Bradford Loomis as well as the band 
Countryfied. 
Kind-hearted as well as very relatable, Cassia Dawn continues to grow her fan base (known as 
Early Birds) with her VLOGs, shows and weekly video releases.  

Career and Credentials 

Alumni of Hollywood Musicians Institute
Two years Music Theory and Musicianship (COCC) 
Lead Singer of the Jazz, Soul Acoustic music duo The Uncharted Project with LA guitarist John 
Fortune. 
Lead Singer of the Indie-Folk music duo, Unlikely Places with Kendra DiAngelo. 
Voiceover work for Central Oregon Film Festival 
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Recordings: 

Who I am Underneath - 2010 (Album)
Home - 2015  (Single)
Uncharted Project - 2016 (EP)
Dreaming - 2017 (Single)
Uncharted Christmas - 2018 (EP)
Let Me Hear the Music - 2022 (EP)
Simply - 2023 (Single)

Up-to-date info/ press section:

Connect with Cassia Dawn on her website where she keeps her fans up-to-date on upcoming 
events, and where you can enjoy all of her music plus find links to her social media sites. 
Find all of her work on your favorite music platforms such as Spotify, Amazon, and Apple. 

Journey of an EP Release

Read about the release party of her EP Let Me Hear the Music and her journey to Nashville on 
Oregon Artswatch... where her voice captures the complex and honest human experience, and 
evokes French writer D. "Bing" Bingham to comment, “Is there really anyone who can’t relate…?” 
about Cassia’s songwriting.

Quotes & Reactions

In a recent concert where Cassia Dawn performed for the public, one writer reflected, “Cassia’s 
love for connecting with her audience is felt through her ardent vocals - blending hopeful lyrics 
with a folksy, raw sound that has a touch of blues.” 

When John Fortune and Cassia Dawn shared the Uncharted Project music duo experience at a 
holiday show, fans gushed that “The Uncharted Project is the integration of two contrasting solo 
artists whose love of music and family forged this unique connection into a band,” according 
to Channel 21 News.

Outro 

Cassia Dawn is a songwriter and performer with better questions than answers. A natural story-
teller with mesmerizing lyrics and sound, her unique style continues to set her apart in the folk 
music scene, all the while touching the hearts of many. 

Having spent most of her life ‘in between’, she uses her melodies as a beacon of hope to crack 
open the hearts of her listeners and allow them to feel “seen” and “beautiful in their unknowing”--
just like her. With her talent and dedication, there's no doubt that she will continue to make an 
impact in the music world for years to come.
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